Abstract :
The Qur’anic miracle is the subject of interest of the researcher and
scholars in the field of Qur’an sciences, the subject of the revelation of
the Noble Qur’an and to this day , and the Holy Qur’an is the only
miracle for which God Almighty wrote immortality and challenged the
jinn and people to come with it , even if they were together , and make
this challenge Continuing to the end of the world .
And that the search for the miracle of the Quranic knowledge of the
legislative supporters and his opponents are very necessary to Luuq of the
historical trace of the emergence of the legislative miracle in the Koran
and the role of scientists in the development and their efforts in that .
Have we decided in this research methodology to follow the induction
of to tracking and analytical to uncover the mystery behind the miracle of
Qara ni was the subject of the attention of scholars and researchers,
particularly with regard to legislation miracle me from him , Fajtfatt a
Salipem The date Â behind in this regard.
Has scientists and researchers for wit speaking Jazz PLC through their
compositions in the books of miracles , some of them singled out his
Study A and Investigation to talk about , and some of them settled only
by reference to him in his writings m, while n Ri a lot of books speak in
this regard.
Vantzm research on two topics Mmahdin boot to the definition of the
concepts of the title of President, as well as the introduction and
conclusion of the review of the most important findings of the research
wa expiry of a list of sources and references that Asaftna in this type of
search.
It is a are uncovered by this study that the Koran miracle of the eternal
and immortal , Wa are what distinguishes her as having a statement , this
described the statement reflected in the sloop put content and legislation
that regulate the living of the people , it is the other miracle Bouklodha
and continuity of the recipe of the eligibility of them.

